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Supplemental Information
t-Stochastic Neighborhood Embedding (t-SNE)
We utilize the t-Stochastic neighborhood embedding, as implemented in Scikit-learn1–4, to map the 13-dimensional vector
representing the relative position and orientation of a particle pair to two-dimensions (2D), allowing for particle pair motifs to
be clustered and identified. An example of the analysis pipeline is shown in Figure 1. As discussed in the main text, the vector is
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Figure 1 Example of t-SNE analysis pipeline. a. Output of the t-SNE dimensionality reduction technique, mapping the 13-dimensional vector
describing the position and orientation of a particle pair into two-dimensional (2D) space. b. Use of a large number (𝑛clusters ≫ 𝑛motifs) of
gaussians to generate possible groupings of similar motifs. Each color represents a different cluster as identified by the gaussian mixture
model (note: the number of clusters is 𝑛clusters > 50, so same colors do not necessarily represent the same cluster. c. Use of entropy-based
cluster merging to reduce the number of identified clusters. Now that the number of clusters is reduced, contiguous clusters colored the
same represent the same cluster. d. Hand-identified clusters representing each unique class of motif. Each color represents a unique motif
class.

created from the vector and quaternion representing the position and orientation of a pair of particles: (𝑣⃗𝑖 , 𝑞⃗𝑖 ), (𝑣⃗𝑗 , 𝑞⃗𝑗 ). These
are combined to create the 13D vector:(𝑟̂𝑖𝑗 , 𝑢̂𝑖𝑗 , 𝑟̂𝑗𝑖 , 𝑢̂𝑗𝑖 , |𝑟̂ |). The t-SNE dimensionality reduction (Figure 1a) results in clusters in
which the particle pairs are similarly arranged. These clusters can be automatically identified via Gaussian mixture models
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(Figure 1b) and combined (Figure 1c)3,5,6 to deliver a small number of classes of motifs. These classes of motifs are then
classified by hand and associated with particular configurations of particle pairs (Figure 1d).

t-SNE analysis of cube derivatives
Below we present the t-SNE dimensionality reduction each of the cube derivatives (TP: Figure 2, S3: Figure 3, HFP and RFP:
Figure 4), with each particle pair colored by the motif class to which it belongs. The number of pairs belonging to each motif is
then used to understand the ability for a particular derivative to self-assemble the target cubic crystal (see main text Figure 6).

Figure 2 t-SNE analysis of the fluid phase for the TP. Color-coded representative
motifs are included below: cut-face pair (green), square-face pair (blue),
contributing motif (yellow), and competing motif (red).
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Figure 3 t-SNE analysis of the fluid phase for the S3 shape. Colorcoded representative motifs are included below: cut-face pair (green),
square-face pair (blue), contributing motif (yellow), and competing
motif (red).
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Figure 4 Comparison of the t-SNE analysis of the (color-coded) fluid phase motifs for a HFP and b RFP. Note that the HFP only forms motifs
that directly contribute to the final crystal structure because its three faces originating from the square faces of the cube are congruent. This
is not the case for the RFP. The square face is not congruent with the other faces that originate from the square faces (b, yellow motif). Also
note that the two large faces originating from the square faces are not congruent; being chiral, one left-handed face must pair with a righthanded face to form a square-face pair (blue motif), while two left-handed or two right-handed faces will form a contributing motif (yellow
motif).
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